
NEWSLETTER

28 mosques in one state and counting 
By Staunch Atheist 

Truthophobes is examining the issue of mosques in Australia this 

week. Should they be banned altogether? I'm not one for bans. I used 
to be. As the major from Fawlty Towers used to say 'If it causes you 
pain, you have it out'. As a huge fan of the Major I have often quoted 
this line. But with the rise of home grown terrorism in the Western 
world, the nations who have implemented bans (of mosques and facial 
coverings)are the ones who are suffering the most. Consider France. 
We hear of their terrorist attacks; Charlie Hedbo, beheadings, murders 
and ramming pedestrians. We don't hear so much about the attacks 
which have been prevented. Those numbers are countless. Having 
said that there is no denying that mosques have many issues. Islamic 
countries such as Tunisia have closed almost 100 mosques since the 
terror attack on tourists. And there are some important differences 
between churches and mosques that even an atheist like myself, 
cannot ignore. 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There are many reasons why you may want to 
oppose a mosque in your area. This is not the 
same as a ban. Opposing a mosque is not 
irrational NIMBYism. Islam's main day of worship 
is Friday. I asked my (5000) twitter followers how 
they felt about mosques and many complained 
that they cause traffic jams on a Friday, when 
they are trying to pick up kids from school. This 
is incompatible with a Monday to Friday society. 
Others complained about loudspeakers with the 
call to prayer being broadcast to the whole 
neighbourhood waking up babies and disturbing 
the peace. Switzerland has banned minarets in 
mosques (the tallest part of the mosque) after 
conducting a referendum because of the 
inconvenience it causes. If McDonalds can be 
opposed for their tall 'M' sign, so can minarets. 
The third issue that arose as a theme in the 
posts, was the issue of ordinary Australians 
subsidising buildings they perceived to be 
incompatible with Australian law and culture.

Whilst it is difficult to draw a strong connection 
between radicalisation and mosques, evidence 
abounds that radicals (not overtly preaching) are 
attending and befriending vulnerable Muslims. 
It's difficult to establish whether a mosque will 
produce radicals until you know which Imam will 
be preaching there and whether he is a Salafist 
(like ISIS) or a moderate, preaching a watered 
down version of the Quran. Egypt has 
implemented an outright ban on Salafist 
Mosques and their associated preachers and 
written material.

A study conducted in Denmark found that many 
factors affect radicalisation. Mosques, 
charismatic radical Imams and mosques as 
meeting places for the like-minded were among 
them. If one is unable to prevent a mosque being 
constructed in your locality, it does no harm to 
request that they allow CCTV cameras to be 
installed (as has been done in Northern Italy). I 
don't know of many churches in Australia that 
would object to cameras (apart from 
Scientologists and Mormons). If they have 
nothing to hide, there should be no problem.

Mosques are problematic because of human 
rights abuses. Are they used for FGM? Arranging 
child-marriages? Are they preaching anti-

Western material? Are they preaching material 
that is against the law in Australia? It is well 
known that, unlike the bible, Islam recognises no 
law other than the Koran. Is segregation an 
issue? Some mosques are not open to women. 
Others have segregated prayer rooms in which 
women are given nothing better than a store 
room for praying in. 

Let's not forget that applications for the 
construction of mosques are usually on public 
land. And perhaps it is best that in a largely 
secular Australia, taxpayers and rate payers 
should not have to subsidise buildings they are 
vehemently opposed to. This was the norm in 
Australia once, but the demographics have 
changed. And perhaps it should remain a thing of 
the past. We are the rate payers. Not them. Our 
family temporarily housed new refugees and one 
day, my father drove them to the local Mosque to 
show them where it was. He was asked to leave. 
Why are non-muslims not allowed in Mosques? 
Churches open their doors to everyone - even 
the homeless. And why should my father, a 
ratepayer, be asked to leave a building that his 
rates have helped to subsidise? What do they 
have to hide?
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What is a mosque? 
By Truthophobes Team  

The mosque is not the same as a church or a temple 
or a synagogue. Its role reflects the claim by Islam to 
be a whole of life system that goes well beyond the 
non-Muslim concept of religion.  

Cultural relativism prevents us from understanding 
the meaning of Islam and the mosque. Islamic spokes
men won't tell us, and the media fail to inform us. 
The mosque leadership institutes, authorises and 
directs all Islamic activity - economic, social, legal, 
cultural, religious, educational and above all, 
political. 

The role of the mosque in the west was spelled out 
by the late king Fahd of Saudi Arabia, in his book 
'The Efforts of the Servant of the Two Holy Places, 
King Fahd bin Abdul Aziz, to support the Muslim 
Minorities', as to be:

 
“A place to hinder assimilation of muslims into 
western society so they can act as a fifth 
column to bring victory against an infidel 
world.” 

This book is both Foreign Policy and a Jurisprudence for 
the Saudi Ministry of Religious Affairs. It was translated 
from Arabic by Walid Shoebat in 2012. 

Side effects of a 
mosque
By Truthophobes Team

 
Let’s now look at some of the side 
effects of a mosque. 

One of the problems with a 
mosque is traffic congestion, 
parking blight and blocking of 
streets, preventing access to 
private properties. 

But there are social impacts too; 
that arise from the teachings of the 
mosques.  

Muslim men are taught to despise 
non-Muslim women, which 
endangers them and condones 
rape.  

Islamic doctrine as taught in 
mosques encourages an 
exploitative attitude toward non-
Muslims, leading to criminal 
behaviour.  

Mosques engender areas of 
strong Muslim concentration, and 
experience from Europe shows 
that no-go areas appear where 
non-Muslims are unsafe and which 

are outside the control of local 
police. 

France alone has 727 of these 
“sensitive zones”. In Norway, 
police have lost control of 
Grønland, a Muslim ghetto in Oslo. 
Sweden – calamitously tolerant to 
Islam - has emerged as the rape 
capital of Europe. Many of these 
rapes are accompanied by 
extreme violence.

Why Mosques Should Be Shut 
Down. 
http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-
and-science/culture-wars/why-
mosques-should-be-shut-down/ 

Boy practices beheading on a 
sheep at Lakemba Mosque. 
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/
x29k2ff_lakemba-mosque-toddler-
decapitates-sheep-yt1080p_newue

ISIS unveils chilling new map of 
Europe as it plans for world 
domination by 2020. 
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-
news/isis-unveils-chilling-new-
map-6224227

Australia’s response to the 
Sydney riots. 
https://youtu.be/1UXdl15134Y

Call for Muslim Army in 
Australia. 

Call to arms that is, in any terms, 
truly frightening. It came from a 
known Islamist who wants to raise 
an army to impose Sharia law here 
in Australia. His message was met 
by cries of “Takbir... Allahu Akbar!” 
by his followers at Lakemba in 
Western Sydney.
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fQ-cz9RN35k

http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-and-science/culture-wars/why-mosques-should-be-shut-down/
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x29k2ff_lakemba-mosque-toddler-decapitates-sheep-yt1080p_newue
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/isis-unveils-chilling-new-map-6224227
https://youtu.be/1UXdl15134Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ-cz9RN35k
http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-and-science/culture-wars/why-mosques-should-be-shut-down/
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x29k2ff_lakemba-mosque-toddler-decapitates-sheep-yt1080p_newue
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/isis-unveils-chilling-new-map-6224227
https://youtu.be/1UXdl15134Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ-cz9RN35k
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By Michelle Brown 

Dirty, unwashed, dangerous, pathetic......##@!!&#. 
I find hate a horrible thing. It’s a strong, burning 
emotion that can burn yourself up inside. 

I have tried never to hate in my life so I don’t have to 
endure the intensity of it; I prefer to be indifferent, but 
since I have become aware of the evil of Islam with 
their barbaric actions against innocent people and their 
cruelty to animals, hate has consumed me. 
 
A normal human being has to recoil at the disgusting 
acts of these sub-humans all thanks to their insane 
prophet. And if there are decent Muslims - well u would 
expect there would be, as they are human, after all, 
surely this would be a good time to speak up, but no, 
not one ever does! 

It doesn't take a Rhodes Scholar to see that 
Mohammed was a con man, and a fraudster. He 
quickly realised that he could now do anything he 
wanted and just tell people Allah had spoken to him 
about it. 

When he had 11 wives, quite a few were outraged and 
spoke against it. 

Surprisingly, Allah came to him and said it was okay. 
Same as his marriage to 6 yr old Aisha; when her 
father, Abu Bakr, wasn't happy about it, Mohammed 

explained how the rules of their religion made it 
possible. (Bukhari 62:18). 

To one of his followers who had married an older 
woman instead of a child Mohammed said, "Why didn’t 
you marry a young girl so that u could sport with her 
and she sport with you, or you could amuse with her 
and she could amuse with you?" (Muslim 8:3460).
  
Mohammed was a sexual pervert whose approval of 
pedophilia, and sex with children became deeply 
ingrained in the Islamic tradition. 

For many centuries, Muslim armies would purge 
Christian and Hindu peasant villages and send the 
women and children to harems, and the thriving child 
sex slave markets deep in the Islamic world. 

A prominent member of Saudi Arabia highest religious 
council said in 2012 that girls can be married ' even if 
they are in the cradle' then went on to explain 
intercourse may occur whenever ' they are capable of 
being placed beneath, and bearing the weight of the 
man'. 

Mohammed used personal 'revelations' from Allah to 
justify his perversions to the gullible masses which, to 
this day continue to be venerated and memorised as if 
they were the holiest of utterances. And as 
Mohammed was the 'perfect man', Muslims emulate all 
he does.

By Kaye Smith 

If you look around you will find out that those who
 you choose to be racists, bigots or any other 
name you would like to call them are people who have 
seen for themselves what is happening 
everywhere else in the world and do not want it to 
happen here. We have our eyes open and watch 
what is happening. Do you want to live under Sharia
 Law, and anything else that is pertaining to 
Muslim daily life? I have said many times that they
 are not compatible with the Australian way of life
or any other race. It has not changed in thousands 
of years. They have been doing what they are 
doing now for centuries and now because they have 
the population to do it, we do not have a fair 

chance. Our birth rate cannot compete with theirs 
because we are a one wife one husband, and not as 
many wives as you can have, and therefore stymy our 
way of having children. Our birth rate is 
down to 2.1 population growth to their unlimited 
growth. Wake up and look around, and by the way 
have a look at Agenda 21 in Australia and you will 
see more problems that are in the works. There is 
no chance that Australia will ever be the way it was as 
these people have inveigled their way into 
this country and played the poor me card and 
everyone is supposed to feel sorry for them! Well I 
have opened my eyes and ears and I am not happy 
with what I have seen, or are seeing. Even the 
Abbott Govt can give money to the Melbourne Muslim 
Museum and it is run by the wife of the 
manager of Telstra. Don't tell me that the government 
is not in cahoots with the Islamists!

From the Truthophobes members
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By FW Burleigh  

It's obviously an extremely complex problem when 
there are 1.5 billion people involved with Islam. 

Targeting Muhammad has two objectives: to stiffen 
the spines of non-Muslims when they WAKE UP to 
the truth about Muhammad, and that Islam is all 
about him and can never change. Secondly, to 
liberate Muslims from their false belief. Most Muslims 
do not know the grotesque truth about Muhammad.

They are raised with the mythologized version, and if 
presented with the incontrovertible truth that he was 
nothing more than a deluded savage, huge numbers 
of them will defect, if only in their hearts and minds. 

This is already happening to some extent. The key to 
accelerating this process of destroying Muhammad is 
to take it to a high level through aggressive and 
relentless cinematic exposure, such as in full-length, 
Hollywood quality biopics, and in more piecemeal 
fashion with docudramas -- meaning with 
reenactments --that can focus on specific themes or 
events of Muhammad sordid life. 

Global distribution of such films through every 
channel including the Internet means they will reach 
the desired audience; 7 billion people. This emperor 
Muhammad will have no clothes. His nakedness will 
be there for all to see. 

F.W. Burleigh is the author of It’s All About Muhammad, A 
Biography of the World’s Most Notorious Prophet. The 
book is illustrated and serves as an example of the 
approach he advocates to pushing back Islam—exposing 
the truth about the creator of Islam in every graphic form 
possible.

Guest Writer 

No more mosques
By Bruce Knight 

Time for the building of Mosque’s to stop as they 
feed the growth of radical Moslems. 

In Australia I am sure there are across every State 
enough places of worship for the Moslems living in 
this country. Do we need any more buildings where 
future radicals and potential terrorists can be 
spawned? 

I share with you the writings of a wise old fella 
called Norm. I believe these paragraphs explain 
why Australians should stand up against the 
building of a mosque’ in there local area. 

“In Australia we have Vietnamese towns, Italian 
towns, Greek towns, Chinatown and so on. It is 
therefore quite normal to see the creation of 
Moslem suburbs. Australians living in a foreign land 
would gather together in exactly the same manner. 

Once we have a Moslem dominated suburb, with a 
Mosque that is teaching things totally foreign to 
Australian society and values, it is inevitable that 
some will become radicalised. They are taught 
things totally foreign to our ways and learn that the 

law of Australia does not fit the idealised and 
utopian Moslem society proclaimed in the Mosque. 

A longing for a society dominated by Sharia Law is 
created. It is an idealistic dream. None of them have 
ever lived in such a society, and it all sounds so 
wonderful. “Sharia must be much better than 
Australian law and we must have it” becomes the 
mindset. 

Into this fertilised ground the seeds of jihad are 
sown and watered. Before long it brings forth one 
hundred fold with multitudes of rebellious jihadi 
spirits running loose and all of them are wondering 
just what they can do to advance their cause. This, 
dear reader, is one of the many blessings of a 
multicultural society! 

The radicals demands are endless and insatiable. 
Whatever they may want, they will get because the 
multi-cultural political guru’s will cave in to them 
every time. If non-activist Moslems live in that area, 
and speak out against the actions of the radicals, 
then trouble will fall on their head, and quickly. 
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ISLAM EXPOSED 

Intelligent people assess people by what they do; not what they call themselves. 
Let’s assess Islam for what it does. 

Further Reading to learn more about the 
threat that mosques are to our nation 

Why mosques should be shut down

“Truth be told, Islam is not an authentic religion, 
rather it is an ideology of predation and the mosque is 
clearly the egg from which it hatches”.

“mosques are the beach heads, forward bases of 
invasion and infiltration encampments established for 
the usurping and destruction of their host country”.

“They are like cancer cells whose primary function is 
to metastasise and destroy all things non-Islamic 
worldwide”.

“Shutting down the mosques now is a very 
compassionate and wise thing to do because it will 
prevent enormous social upheaval, economic 
upheaval and bloodshed in the years to come. It’s 
just like having small weeds in the garden, pluck 
them early or they will take over the garden. 
Enormous misery can be avoided by closing the 
mosques and preventing this barbaric ideology of 
predation called Islam from harming our nation 
further”.

Turkish Prime Minister  Erdogan  concisely portrays 
the inherently warlike agenda of mosques by quoting 
a renowned Islamic poet:

“The minarets are our bayonets, the domes our 
helmets, the mosques our barracks, and the faithful 
our army.”

The full article can be found on this link

http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-and-science/
culture-wars/why-mosques-should-be-shut-down/?
utm_source=SocialWarfare

http://www.andrewbostom.org/blog/2011/06/05/mosques-as-barracks-in-america/
http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-and-science/culture-wars/why-mosques-should-be-shut-down/?utm_source=SocialWarfare
http://www.andrewbostom.org/blog/2011/06/05/mosques-as-barracks-in-america/
http://www.rightsidenews.com/life-and-science/culture-wars/why-mosques-should-be-shut-down/?utm_source=SocialWarfare
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Tweets from @truthophobes

“The mosque is the command and control 

centre of Islam.”

“No more mosques to be built in the 
Western World. Mosques are Islamic 
fortresses of hate against the West.”

“Why v hell do our councils continue 2 
sabotage this nation by approving v building of 
more Islamic forts-mosques.The $ in hand = 
destruction”

“No preaching of hatred in the mosque to 
the country that pays Islamic bludgers their 
Social Security Benefits.” 

“Friday nights a great night 4 footy. But 

guess what some Moslems get up to”http://
www.jihadwatch.org/2015/07/mosques-and-
massacres-western-leaders-need-to-start-paying-
attention  
“Hey Batman I wonder if the Moslems will 
notice us spying on there Friday night jihad 
meetings.”

“WHO DO YOU CALL?”

http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/07/mosques-and-massacres-western-leaders-need-to-start-paying-attention
http://www.jihadwatch.org/2015/07/mosques-and-massacres-western-leaders-need-to-start-paying-attention
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STOPPING MOSQUES 
By Australia Wakeup

Some people do not oppose mosque building. 
These people are usually Local & City Councillors, 
the media, craven politicians of both the left and the 
right, members of the far left, the politically correct, 
those who truly mean well and those who have 
carved out a career, reputation or a worldview 
based around multiculturalism.

100 years ago Lenin described these people as 
'useful idiots'. We would perhaps today say 'those 
who are prepared to deny the value of their own 
culture and degrade their children's future.

Legal arguments are made elsewhere on this 
website, but the key tactics to emphasise are;

Oppose impacts on the physical environment 
(parking, noise, traffic, habitat etc).

Strongly assert public AMENITY – a Common Law 
right of citizens.

Affirm the Precautionary Principle, which states that 
if an action or policy has a suspected risk of 
causing harm to the public or to the environment. In 
the absence of hard evidence that the action or 
policy is not harmful, the burden of proof that it is 
not harmful falls on those taking an action.

Assert the preservation of the social character of 
the area.

Collect hard legal evidence of this in the form of 
signed petitions (in correct legal form) and 
submissions to Council objecting to mosque 

applications: these can be essential evidence in 
court.

If an Islamic development is rejected by Council 
and the Islamic group appeal; YOU MUST 
BECOME CO APPELLANTS WITH THE COUNCIL 
IN ORDER TO STEEL THEIR (THE COUNCIL'S) 
RESOLVE. Failure to do this will give the council 
the opportunity to find a way to squirm out and give 
in. So stand vocally alongside your council. Also let 
Councillors know that their seats depend on their 
support.

Lobby to get State and Federal laws changed to 
tighten definition of “place of worship” and “religion”
Name and shame Councillors who vote to approve 
mosques; tell us and we will publish

Target them for removal at the next election

Can we draw to your attention the Poll that is 
permissible under the Local Government Act. You 
can press the Council to conduct a Council Poll for 
the constituents to vote on the desirability of a 
mosque application. DO NOT BE PUT OFF BY 
THE COUNCIL'S RELUCTANCE OR 
EXCUSES ABOUT COST. 

In Queensland for example the Local 
Government Act 2009, Clause 268A states:
Advisory polls: A local government may, in the 
way decided by the local government, conduct 
a voluntary poll of the electors in its area or a 
part of its area on any issue of concern to the 
area or part. 

GROUPS WORKING TOGETHER FOR A 
COMMON GOAL

Standing Up against the Islamisation of this great 
nation, the Truthophobes: Exposing the Truth 
about Islam Group will be working alongside 
another superb and experienced group with a 
wealth of resources - Australia Wake Up  

Website: http://australiawakeup.com.au/
index.php

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/
pages/Australia-Wakeup/675301702602426

http://australiawakeup.com.au/index.php
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australia-Wakeup/675301702602426
http://australiawakeup.com.au/index.php
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australia-Wakeup/675301702602426


The biggest threat to Islam is the 
TRUTH. The truth exposes the evil 
barbaric cult/ideology that Islam is. 
Please do your bit for your community 
by sharing this NewsLetter either on 
your personal Facebook page or by 
emailing it to your family and friends; so 
that the truth of Islam can be exposed 
before it is too late! 
 
The truth will set you free  
The truth will set us free from Islam 
We must not be silent 
We must act!
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We need your help!

This NewsLetter is the work of 
people who care about the welfare of 
future generations across the globe. 

If you would like to play a part in 
taking a stance against the spread of 
and influence of Islam in your 
country, we at the Truthophobes 
welcome you to join us!

WHERE YOU CAN FIND THE TRUTHOPHOBES

 
Community Profile Page on Facebook  
 
https://www.facebook.com/truthophobes?fref=ts
 
This site is updated Daily. 

Truthophobes: Exposing the Truth About Islam Facebook 
Group Page  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
truthophobesexposingthetruthaboutislam/

If you would like to learn more or take a personal stance in 
stopping the spread and influence of Islam please join us at our 
Facebook group page
 
Proboards - Truthophobes - Exposing the Truth about Islam  

http://truthophobes.proboards.com 

Wanting to know more about Islam? Become a member on our 
forum where you will have unlimited access to our resources; 
these include articles, YouTube links and various other types of 
material. 

NEWSLETTER MAILING LIST

If you would like to receive a copy 
of our Fortnightly Newsletter 
please send a request to 
truthophobesgroup@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/truthophobes?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/groups/truthophobesexposingthetruthaboutislam/
http://truthophobes.proboards.com/
mailto:truthophobesgroup@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/truthophobes?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/groups/truthophobesexposingthetruthaboutislam/
http://truthophobes.proboards.com/
mailto:truthophobesgroup@gmail.com

